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Carlo Scarpa was asked by the industrialist 
Giuseppe Brion to design the Brion cemetery 
and the tombs for him and his wife. The site 
as an L shaped plot of land rappedw   -     w  
around the north-east corner of the local 
cemetery in the village of S. Vito, near 
Treviso. It is a traditional Italian cemetery, its 
plots and mausoleums arranged in a grid 
pattern with a central aisle on the axis of the 
long approach avenue bordered by cypress, 
the traditional trees of death    . 
Carlo Scarpa  and  the Brioni family cemetery
• The entrance to the walled 
Brion cemetery terminates   
this axis with a propylaeum, 
a board-marked concrete 
portaI festooned with ivy 
and overhung by the fronds 
f i ill I ido  a weep ng w ow. ns e 
the dark portal the visitor is 
confronted with a set of 
steps leading up to a 
transverse cloister A .  
glimpse of the distant ivy-
covered inward-canting 
boundary wall and the 
mountains beyond is visible 
through a pair of interwined 
circles cut out or the 
concrete wall. It is the first 
of these motifs to be found 
throughout the landscape  .
Superficially it has something to 
do with traditional Chinese moon-
t B t th thga es. u  ere are o er 
resonances: the interconnected 
circles in most cases have 
coloured rims, one blue, the other      
pink, references to male; and 
female, sun and moon or perhaps 
lay and sacred love - and possibly 
ll th L t th i ita  ree. a er e v s or 
discovers the Brion tomb set in a 
circular depression, the stone 
sarcophagi of Brion and his wife      
gently canted towards each other 
under a curved canopy. And the 
circular motif, sometimes 
i t t i d ti t dn er w ne , some mes connec e  
and sometimes alone, appears 
under the surface or the water, cut 
into other walls or terminating a 
channel of water.
The architectural elements of almost
the whole of the landscape are in
carefully designed board-marked
concrete, sometimes inlaid with
mosaic and often formed into a
pattern of stepped layers. In the short
transverse cloister at the top of the
stairs there is a choice of going to the
left or right.
• To the left is a view over the lawn 
to the Brion tomb, set diagonally in 
the corner of the enclosed 
l d It i f d f ian scape.  s orme  rom a pa r 
of massive arched, doubled 
concrete beams spanning the 
depression containing the 
sarcophagi and springing from    
complicated stepped bastions on 
either side, A thin curving concrete 
canopy slung underneath the beam 
protects the sarcophagi; the whole 
ensemble is covered with climbing 
plants. 
• The tomb is the pivot of a right-
angle change of direction, left to 
th l i t l di t th h le c o s ers ea ng o e c ape  
around the corner, and beyond to 
the secondary entrance, used 
primarily for the burial of priests 
and back towards the tomb against      
the north wall is a structure which 
shelters memorial tablets for 
members of the family. The 
surrounding concrete wall is 
inclined inwards over the Brion 
cemetery, creating a heightened 
sense of enclosure from the 
surrounding fields but allowing a 
view of the distant mountains     
beyond. 
• The pool is enclosed on three 
sides by a concrete wall with a thin 
embedded line of mosaic tiles. 
• A low edging separates it from the       
lawn. The end of the inward-
sloping boundary wall hangs over 
one corner, transformed by adding 
another section of wall into a V -
h d l t h lf l d iths ape  p an er a  c ose  w  a 
detail deploying the stepped layer 
theme.
The pool contains three major elements: a 
square with projections on two sides and a 
l ith i il j ti f itpo ygon w  a s m ar pro ec on rom , 
both of which are only a few inches above 
water level. The polygon is filled with 
flowering plants and the centre of the 
i i l id ith l Th thi dmosa c n a  square w  grave . e r  
element is the pavillion, actually a 
concrete podium with a timber and metal 
hood, rather like a baldacchino or helmet, 
d d f t b t l l bsuspen e  a oo  a ove wa er eve  y 
slender bronze supports. It has a narrow 
slit in the north side. Inside the "helmet" 
the only view possible is directly across 
th l t th B i t b Wh the awn o e r on om . en e 
water is clear it becomes apparent that 
Scarpa has installed a number of concrete 
drums a few inches below water-level, 
f t l t i t tisome or wa er-p an s, one n ersec ng 
pair repeating the primary symbol of the 
cemetery 
The pool is connected to the 
tomb by a water channel from 
its north-west comer running 
along the outside of the cloister 
under a set of cables stretched      
across the lawn to the boundary 
wall. It narrows beyond the     
north end of the c1oister, to 
terminate in a small open drum 
beyond which is another drum 
set at the edge of the curving 
grass steps leading down to the      
tomb. Built into the stairs but 
on the diagonal axis of the 
tomb is another concrete 
sculptural feature incorporating 
another smaller drum. 
The Brion cemetery landscape is
rich with symbolism, although
Scarpa himself was never explicit
about it. The buildings and
decorative elements are believed to
be based on the numbers 11 and 5.5:
Carlo Scarpa's name has11 letters.
The underwater details, circles, steps
and stepped layers are not
immediately obvious seen through,
the distorting veil of the water's
surface, in some seasons clouded, in
others mysteriously black.
The immediate associations are to do
with the waters of contemplation,
with Lethe, the river of death, and
with the existence of another world
on, as it were, the other side of the
veil. The channel between the tomb
and the pool is, enigmatically, level:
it may be that the three small drums
are a reference to the water of life
feeding the main pool, or, given the
fact that water cannot flow between
the three (there is no direct
i b h ) h hconnect on etween t em , t at t e
water from the main pool
symbolically disappears at the tomb.
Rich symbolism is rarely explicit.
Around the corner, on the north side of the cemetery, is a lawn set at a lower level and
the square chapel set diagonally in a square pool. The pool edge has a number of
sculptural details, mostly in the form of stepped layers formed from concrete, which are
deliberately located below the surface of the water. This in a sense is the secondary,
more functional part of the cemetery with the priests' burial-ground and the family,
chapel. Scarpa himself is buried at the corner of the L, but outside the wall, in the village
cemetery.
